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A rlpeech Production >lode1 for ;,ynthesis-by-rule 
Marcel f,. A. Ta.tharn 
l, Introduction 
F'!"o°::llems in the design and operation of ,rocal-tract analop: 
s~rnthesizers sup:gest an interim handlinl?, of articulator:r s,vnthes in-
by-rule. Relationships have been established bet¥een the acoustic 
output of speech and the articulatory f,estures reouired to cirnse 
that output (Fant 1960, 1965; Flanru?;an 19(i;}, These rela.tionshi~s 
are us~ally diagrammed: 
Articulatory 
gesture 
acoustic 
theory 
acoustic 
outnut 
As a preliminar~r then to a.rticula.toriJ syntI,esi.s the actual sneech 
output fron the device can be generated from a romant s:,rnthesi zer 
which is immediately preceded by the rules of the acoustic theory, 
thus: 
,---- ---- --- -i 
rules l \.
phonemic generating acoustic formant)'> input s;.·nthesi zer 
gesture 
_I - ~· _J 
rulesarticulato~r I 
simulated a.rticulator,r 
synthesizer 
In the system described by Herner and Hagp,;ard (1969) a 'nhonemic' 
input is turned into a number of time-varying articulatorJ nnra~eters 
which correspond to spatial measurements in a stylized vocal-tract. 
A computer then applies a set of acoustic rul~s which are entirel~ 
extra-linguistic to generate from these articulatory riararnP.ters 
control si11:na.ls which will onerate a. standard for:nant (or ter~ina.1 
analop.:} sp~ech synthesi zel'. ·· 
Several very basic and influential assu::i.nt:'..ons underlie trds 
a;:rnroa.ch, some of T~Thich reflect a non-linr.;uistic vie,moint. UnlH:e 
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a true vocal-tract analor,~ where in the ideal situatior: the sounds 
produced could not sound or be other than absolutely natural, this 
system relies on a terminal analog synthesizer. I have discussed 
elsewhere (Tatham 1970) some of the difficulties of synthesis in 
general and indeed it is noted in Herner and Haggard that the 
conversion tables are not free from 1tricks' (p. 5) which are 
designed to make the speech sound more natural. But a more strikini 
criticism can be leYelled at t:1e use of terminal analoir synthesizers. 
Historically tr:.e para.,neters of terminal ans.lo; synt.:iesi zers  
and their control have been derived as a result of tvo criteria:  
(a) visual e..nd (b) perceptual, (a) It is auite clear from t~e 
li tera.ture since 1950 that the 1 isual i:1spection of s:pectrop;ra...,ns 
has dominated these choices {Lawrence 1953; Liberrr.e.n et al. 1954}. 
It was observed that in spectrogra.~s vowel-like sounds exhibit two 
or three ma,Jor formant e.reas in the frequenc:,r/arnplitude domain: 
often a. {possibly correct, but this is an 1after-the-fact' discoYery) 
assumption was made: such obviously audible e.nd therefore acousti.ca.lly 
major parameters wer~ clearly going to be the most percentue.lly 
relevant and ought "therefore to be synthesized faithfully. (b) 
Later, relevance of individual para.meters was established usin~ 
perceptual experiments (Liberma.n et a..L, 1954). There is no doubt 
that perce~tual criteria dominate approaches in terminal analog 
synthesis today. That a variety of stimuli can often produce similar 
perceptual responses cannot be denied and the absurd limit mip.;ht 
be reached ~here fo. the sake of economy (of computer time> outnut 
interface, progrrurnning, bandwidth restriction in telephony, etc. ) 
t~e output of the terminal analor, vill reduce even more its identity 
with real speech--vet sound similar. 
These criteria of economy are never justified on linguistic 
erounds and particularly ha.rd to defend in ~erms of speech production. 
That a •nasal' ca.'i be pe!"ceived :.,y ,jup;glinr, 1-:i th fo?'r:iant a.muli tudes 
only clouds accurate modelling of the sneech production :,yste:n and 
may even bias perceptual experirnents--the fact tha~ the perceiver 
can be fooled is cornpe.ratively trivial. 
There is every reason to sunpose that synthetic speech is a tool 
of considera.ole value in providing stimuli for :perceptual exneriments, 
but up till recently it has been a tool that may have been handled 
vith more confidence than has been ,justified. It remains to be 
seen ~nether subjecting the listener to distorted artificial sneech 
(rather than distorted reul speech), as in the classical ex:pe?'i?71.ent 
by Broadbent and Ladef'oged (1960}, enables us to infer aRything about 
the perception of real speech. 
These of course are the rea.~ons for pre:'erring articulator:,, 
synthesis. As mentioned earlier vocal-tract analoa synthesizers 
are still not entirely sa.tisfactory--but there seems no reason to 
~nit. The approach offered by the Cambridge group seems admirable: 
generate as en interim output articulatory parameters. Under ideal 
conditions these would be converted to parameter control sii,nals for 
a vocal-tract analog, but pendinf!; this they ce.n be converted to 
terminal analog control sip.;nals usin,-i: the rules of the standard 
acoustic theory of speech riroduction. If the sneech is to be useri 
.• 
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for rierce:ptual experiments then absolutely nothini:?; is r:ained, 
however: !)roperly the system should stoTI at the articulatory leVP.l. 
2. The ?roduction Model 
Tne present paner outlines a. proposal for a model of sneech 
production which is linguistically dominated and 'which mip;ht serve 
aa the basis far an erticulatory sneec:-i synthesis pro,c:rar.:. 
Ling1.1istics has a lot to say about sneech production which ce.r:not 
be infez-red from mere rer,roduct:ior, b:r lookup ta.hle of observer.l 
articulator/ configuration, however. There is much more imPlied: 
it is not enough to r,enerate correct vocal-tract sha~es in an 
economical way for exactly the same reasons that it is not enough 
to generate 1 correct 1 sounds. I have overstated my case deliberately; 
the incorporation as· standard procedure these aa~rs of 1tarp;ets 1 
and comp,.lted transi"t.ions based on contextual information i.s more 
than simply elegant--it does rest on linP:uistic theory: namely on 
the rn.odel which assumes that the phonoJ.o~ic<1~l eleme:1ts are l)honernic 
(or q_uasi-phonemic) in nature and that allophones (or·most of them) 
are the result of neuro-mecha.nical inertia at some lmr level in 
the system (Ohman, 196!.i.) . There is eiti de!'lce that this view is 
inadequate however: the work of MacNeilage and Declerk U{ac!Jeile.,':l'e 
and Declerk 1968) has shown that there a:r-e segnental overlan 
ohenornena. not directly attributable to neural or muscular ir:ertia 
( see also Tatham 1969.a}, 
The synthesis strategy should. be based on a coherent theor;-, of 
speech production and the syEtem described here ~ill take into 
account one particular theory. But since there are comn.etinr 
theories a further function of the entire synthesis system will be 
to test the -production theo:r:-y. ?.Jotice, ho•.;rmrer, that the obtaininl'" 
of a correct output is no test, ,Just as the obte.inin,i;: of correct 
perceptual response is no test of accurate acoustic si~nal. r.onsider, 
for example, the followin~ possibilities: 
transfer 
function l 
.fl. j~ 
correct 
input 
transfer'phonemic' 
fu.."'lction acoustic 
B si~nal 
transfer 
fum:tion 
C .J 
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In such a system there is no internal basis for evaluation 
of the model and the economy criterion mentioned above will not 
do as a measure of correctness, Consider the even worse situation: 
tphonernict 
input 
t syllabic 1 
input 
'aJ.lophonic 1 
input 
~ 
transfer 
function 
A \ 
trar.sfer 
function 
B 
transf'er 
function 
C correct 
acoustic 
transfer signal 
function 
D 
transfer 
function 
E 
transfer 
function 
F 
Not only nov is there no way of evaluatinp: the various contendinp: 
transfer functions but there is no inte!'nal wa~r of evaluating the 
contending input t:,rpes--but both these are candidates for evaluation 
and a. measure of 'correctness' is crucial to the the01-._.r. Accordinp:ly 
the transfer function must not simply oe a mathematical formula 
which happens to provide the correct output from a particular 
input: there must be exterior constraints on this function. 
Thus for example it is now established that muscle movement is 
not a. continuously programmed system but a ballistic s:rstem 
controlled by temporally-spaced a.~d non-continuous command situations. 
So at time Tl a muscle will be instructed to GO'fO target tl (this 
GOTO tnight be based on a given spatial movement, or on a. given 
muscular tension), at time T2 an instruction will arrive to GOTO 
target t2 (a number oi' Ul)da.ting and correction signals may have 
arrived between Tl and T2)--but it is not the case that at Tl there 
is a •start-moving' command and at Tl+l a 1move-a-little-more 1 
command and at Tl+2 a 'continue-moving' command a.nd at Ttl a. 'ri.r:.i:ht, 
-hold-it' command and a.t Ttl+l a 'rela."(-a-little I conu;iand, etc. 
Now what would these t·.ro different models of muscle command 
mean to the design of an articulatory s:peech synthesis s~rstem':' The 
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'continuous com.~and 1 theory would re~uire the computation and 
sunply of a moment-by-moment conunand signal at some level in the 
synthesis system corresponding to neural signals arrivin~ at the 
muscles. The GOTO, ba.llistic theory ,:ould require a sin,-:le compntation 
(of the target •ralue command) and the supply of just this sinde 
command (if necessarJ repeated for updatin~ nurposes) at the same 
level in the system. 
The choice of the GOTO command in the synthesis stra.tee:;t in 
the articulatory model presupposes a formula for the actual 
contraction of the muscle uuon receint of the full cornmand--i.e., 
a. factor expressing the inertia of the ~uscle in ques~icn. This 
factor is clearly derived at a level different fro~ the level P.t 
which the instruction was cor.:puted (since it is e. pronert7, of the 
muscle itself). But in addition it will also be ar!;Ued that the 
computation could not he.Ye been accomplished without thi~ niece 
of data. 
For example, conside~ just one para1:1.eter of the muscle 
contraction: r9.te. In order to contra.ct X amount, time Tx is 
necessary. Nm,, Tx will net alter the value (in a. simple r:iodel) 
of' command ex, but it ;:ill alter its timin!'!. of deliver~: relative 
to the desi:red timinr; of achievement of contraction CNx. Thus 
a command signal Cx is computed based on at least two input 
channels: (a) the need for contraction of the particular muscle 
[comrnartd from a higher levelJ and (b) da.ta about the rate or 
inertia of this muscle (data fror:i a lo•..·er leYelJ . 
.Any synthesis strateg:,• vhich began by observing in EMG or 
other data collection systen that contraction for X be~e.n Tx 
before the achieYement of X a.nd simpl;! arranged for this to be 
simulated would not even include the power of descriptive adeo.uacy, 
let alone explanatory adequacy. nut a strategy vhich includes 
the generalized date that this mu~cle is ~lways (~n the simnle 
model) inert by a. certain .:factor and computed a temporal chanp.-e 
of the delivery of the instruction would !}rovide exr:,lanator:r 
adequacy--i.e., it would be able to predict in a. transparent 
fashion the exact timing of the start of contraction of the muscle 
and uould :further provide the cor-rect slope of the rate ot achieve-
ment of that contraction. 
In its simplest form then the model of sneech production will 
have an input level to be eq_uated with the input to the i;i.otor 
control system of human speech. It is not necessarily the case 
that this leYel is to be further equa.ted with the level of 
systematic phonetics outDut from the phonolor,ical component of a 
transformational grammer--although this could ~e ma.de to be the 
case. 
Gerta.inly there will be identity in the temporal respect. 
Phonoloey contains only a notional time: tha.t of sequencing of 
sernents. One immediate function of the nroduction model i8 
to transform this notional ti!!l.e into e. less abstract time ·,rhose 
segments (·.,,-hatever these should be decided to he} e.re onrn.nizerl 
on more than a sequential oasis. 'Notice the foiportant observ;i..tion 
that such a model does not mention •~eal-time'--indeed, it would 
be difficult. to know· ,,,,hat is meant hy a 'real-time I model, in the 
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correct sense of 1 real 1 • Possibly a real-time model of speech  
production would deliver an output from an input in exactly the  
same time as a hu..w.n being and ~,,i th that time subdi vtded in  
exactly the same vay as in the human being. Systems are said  
to operate in real-time, ~hich means that there is no storage or  
slo~-scanning of the data to make up for deficiencies in handlin~  
capacity in the simulator. Real-time notions do not affect the  
validity of the model or its ability to test the accuracy of its  
assumptions. It would be easy in advocating a perfor!llance model  
to misuse the terr.i real-time; performance models merel:-r have time  
other than notional tirne--they do not need to be rea.1-ti~e models  
or systems,  
The segmental-input type will be assu.,ned. Triere is enoug:1 
psychological evidence for us to assume that there is a reality 
to segments. Strings will be assurr,ed to be sep.mented in terns of 
extrinsic allophones--not in phonemes. T'nis is nearly the .case 
with all synthesis-by-rule systems. Hm,·ever our definitio~ of 
se1'_"llients -.rill need to be different from that already establlished 
by researchers such as Mattin.gly (1968). It is not the cas:e that 
the input segments -will be phone·mes except •.•here the lan;rue:f.".e has 
a.l'l idiosyncratic subdivision of phonemes ·which cannot be sain to 
3, 
be co-articule.to?"'J (the classic exa."l!ple is: L -~ { ~ } in Enp.;lish). 
We will adopt the theoretical standpoint that rules of this t;vne 
{properly allophonic rules that form part of the ohonoloF,:"J, rather 
than the phonetics} have been ap~lied to all segments. Thus, 
3:besides L + { ; } , we •.,rill also have X+x and y..,.... etc.; it: is:l. 
enough to argue this point on the grounds of syml".etry alone, but 
we assume also that any phoneme is subject to a Rroup of allophoni-
zing rules, one function of which (in the model) is to switch 
levels of abstraction. ' 
Thus the input to the model is characterized as a le,.re'l exnressed 
in terms of extrinsic allophones {Tatham 1969b}, Recent e~~eri~ental 
inv.estigations of speech indicate an important and initial :factor 
immediately influencinp; the ascriution of time features to 'these 
segments. It seems to \e the case that in C1VC2 utterances' there 
is a motor-control link between Cl and V vhich cannot be ex-nle.inerl 
by any low-level system or co-articulatory effect (Madieilage and 
Declerk 1967; Tatham and Mort.on 1968b). Where this linkage or 
cohesion is introduced is not clear. 
!fotice the theoretical standpoint has been a.dented that postulates 
that the cohesion has been intr.oduced at a sub-phonological level. 
The point still needs to ·oe argued in nublica.tion, but we w,ill assume 
for the moment that although it is pos~ible to construct a rhono-
logical component based on syllable segments (or se.;i;ments of a 
similar kind) this is a theoretically clUJllsy and non-µ_:roductive 
concept in abstract phonological theor,r. He shall assume (!)ossibl::r 
-wrongly--but decisions need be taken in a working model that 
complete the system; this is the difference between a workinP, and 
a non-working model) that initial-CV cohesion is established at 
the motor-level. It is not crucial to the model {since it vill 
--
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satisfy the data 'Wi. thout rurther snecula.tion), but we mip:ht e.ss1me 
that the nature of the motor-control system is such that in snee,,;:h 
this cohesion must be imposed. 
Evidence from acoustic exneriments (Lehiste 1970) suuports 
the CV-cohesion theory, since these two elements remain non-
compensator'J--that is, comple:nenta.ry--under conditions of rate 
variation. The variation of rate is a factor to be accounted fo~ 
crucially later. The data ineicates that in cases of tenPoral 
strain on the overall Nord~ compensation effects ~ill occur 
between the V and C2 elenents. This indicates temuoral elasticity 
betveen V a.nd C2 and temporal cohesion beh:een Cl and V; that 
motor cohesion is observed {preceding !laratt.ra-ohs) is sufficient 
:for us to introduce an a.ctual linkage here which we could exuress 
with me.rkers, thus: 
where~ indicates a syllable bounda.:ry, 
juxta~osition (as ClV) motor-~ohesion ~ 
and-temporal eorr.pensation. 
operating as constraints in much the same way as+,#, etc., in 
the higher linguistic levels. The notation needs further thouttht 
because there will have to be rule~ deletin~ boundary syr1bols: 
these rules may have to be time-constrained. t,g., in cases of 
lo~ rate speech we might well have 
where C2 and C3 are identical extrinsic allophones (e.~., thlack 
,£.S.t 1 ) ; in high-rate speech we ma:, want to add the rules: 
(i} where C2 = C3 = C5 
(ii) ~here (i) and (ii) are ordered. 
Thus so :rar extrinsic allophones have been linked (for .:r::nr;lish) 
in two ways: motor-cohesion and temporal compensation. This 
composite linkage provides us .d.th a complete syllable unit [;&c1v 
(-C2)¥J ~hich still retains identity of its internal constituent~. 
This is important because at this point there are two possibilities 
in the speech-synthesis strategy: 
look-up tables providing (initially) non-temporal 
(from the segment-sequencin~ viewpoint) information 
are consulted. These tables can be organized in one 
of t~o ~ays: (a) syllable-types are listed, (b) 
segmen~-types are listed. 
{a) Each possible syllable type (we are concerned here only with the 
ClV :part) is listed as a non-analyzable unit exhibitin~ two temporally-
spaced GOTO targets. This will not be C'.hosen because {i) ( a. 
theo:ret:'1.ca.l reasnn) non-analyzabil:!ty is rejected; (ii) d.nta (often 
deri7ed from alips-of-the-tongue experi:r',ents) indicate that the 
cohesion is not :final. Cnote, however: slips-of-tbe-tom:me 
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experiments are confusing bees.use there is often no evidence 
~hether the slip has occurred at the phonological level (supports 
(a)) or at the phonetic level (supports (b)) {see; for e~rnmple 1 
Boomer and Laver (1967))J. 
(b) Segment tYl)es are listed together with an external set of 
rules (i.e; external to the segments) vhich determine cohesion. If 
cohesion is similar between all ClV possibilities this simply 
takes the form of a composite rule indicating in Yhich motor 
paremeters cohesion takes place a.nd to vhat extent (NB the effect 
or this high-level cohesion on lower-level co-articulation, etc. 
will be discussed later), this solution satisfies the theoretical 
criterion of maximum generalization and compares favourably with 
the listing system of (a). 
So far we have considered the characteristics of the input to 
the model and an initial stage intended to establish cohesions 
detected in eA'1)erimental data. The theoretical model :f\1.rther 
assillJles, as adjunct to the notion of GOTO control, that pheno~ena 
such as co-articulation a.re low-level rule-~overned processes. 
These low-level processes are held to be tr~e universals inasmuch 
as they reflect tendencies (predominantly inertial) of the neuro-
muscular/mechanical system. 
At this point it becomes necessary to discuss whethe~ there 
is any attempt in higher-level programming to overcome such 
tendencies. So far, unfortunately, there is no definitive in5tru.~ental 
evidence, but it is assumed in the present model that (at least) a 
ternary s:rstem exists in the motor handling of (most of) the 
inertia-based effects. Inertia effects exist (they must, since all 
electrical or mechanical systems in the universe pos~ them)--
the question is: are these effects handled in any systematic way; 
is any higher-level account taken of them? The terna~, system in 
the model at the level postulates that one of three possible 
modifications exist: (i) counteract the effect, (ii) permit the 
effect, (iii) enhance the effect (these could be understood as-, 
O, +, where O indicates the unmarked state). It is not clear fron 
published data on co-articulation (Ohman, 196li, 1966, 1967; >!acNeile.ge 
and Declerk 1968) (including over- and under-shoot) effects whether 
a.11 mechanical or other inertia can be modified: presumably further 
data will be forthcoming; meanwhile the model will account, in the 
most simple way, for the existing data. 
Thus, consider a language with only two palatal consonants of 
any one manner-type, Assuming a dominance of maximal differentia-
tion (a psychological constraint) these will take the target forms 
of back and front (velar and alveolar·~ say), but this detail is 
compe.:ratively unimportant. What is important is that the present 
model will predict a very wide variation in the point of contact 
of each consonant (but with little_, if any, 0•1erla.p) directly 
correlatable with segmental context. Thus preceding a front vo·.-rel, 
the consonant will exhibit a front allophone, etc. The model vill 
further predict that this is the O or unmarked case--i,e., thnt there 
is no volunte.rJ effort ~ade to make the tongue less subject to 
context effect. 
- ?'., -
The model will predict, however, that, in another lancua~e 
~here there are four such palatal consonants, (a} variation ~ill 
again take place in exactly sir,ilar circumstances a.TJ.d (b) such 
variation :,;ill be very much more limited than in the case ,, f the 
t•.to-consonant language. The present model prefers to express this 
marked situation in precisely tr,at t·,;o-level (or aspect) ~:a.;r main-
taini.mr the original inertia-der:i ved. rule and limitir.g it T,./'i th a 
second, linguisticallv-deterrdned rule. Thus the mark.in{!, rule does 
not. collapse tvo quite distinct and opposing tendencies--cme 
quite a-linguistic and the other quite linguistic and concerned 
,..,.i th maintaining perceptual elari ty. E:xectly t~1e same phenor.:enon 
will be p~edicted for languages havinr, a. small number of distinctive 
vovel phone.rnes: the range of over-shoot and under-s'."1oot variation 
will be considerable compared with a language with a larger number 
of vowels ,..,.here the risk of perceptual confusion is that much 
greater if some kind of control is not exercised. 
Ifotice that if control is to be exercised, the kno~..rledge of 
the inertia effect must be possesoed in ad,.rance l)y t:ie control 
mechanism. This has eot to be the case in this model; simple non-
adjustable feedback systems ca..,mot be relied on solel:,r for one 
very simple reason [out there is an allo~rable alternative solution]; 
Language Ll with 3 palatal consonants and Language L2 ~;i th 5 
palatal consonants both share a target value for one of their 
consonant::;--yet the range for Ll will be greater than the range 
for 12. But the model postulates a. GOTO signal which will be 
identical in each case. Feedback cannot control the ran;e of 
variation unless that feedback has been 'set' with resnect to it~ 
limits: that such a ::;:iossibility exists is well attested in the neuro-
physiolof,ical literature (see, for e.x:1.nmle, Hatthews 1964). Eut 
the feedback cannot be set unless there is J,rior kno:rler:ir:e of the 
inertia that will occur and the steps that must be taken to contain 
the variation within t~e linguistically dete!"rnined limits. 
It could be e.rgued that a !"elationship exists 1:::et'l-·een t:1e 
linguistics system and the bi-le,.rel inertia s:rstem such that it 
becones languru:r,e idiosyncratic to establish a relationship bet~-reen 
the system:;; res1.1ltine; in what has been termed an 'articulator;: 
setting' (Drachnan 1970). That there is a tonic state of the 
musculature ( called 1basic-:speech-posture') is undeniable and 
similarly that certain lanr:ua.ees exhibit a predis:;x:isition for certain 
prevalent (usually second~·y) phonetic characteristics (like 
velari zation, retroflexion, p:cedominance of lip-roundinr;, etc. ) . 
But we haYe only to di scoYcr one language •,ri th a small number of 
vo·..rel :phonemes with wide a.rticulatocy variation and at the same 
time ·...rith e. lo.rp;e number of palatal consonants with a small det-cree 
of variation for this _hypothesis to become suspect. 
A second argument against this h)"Pothesis i:. thc1.t it lend:o 
too much status to the lov-level s:rstems a.'1d P,ets thern ur:syster.a.ti crill_'r 
involved in hie;h-level phonological processes by nostulatinr:: th;:i.t. 
phonological processes 'carry-a.lon,T, 1 with them arbi trar:v hnnct linr: 
of the muscular and articulatory system. 
A third argument against this hypothesis is that it does not 
~dequately account for the !"ange of" variation e:.:..½.ibited by a 3c~e!1t 
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in a constant environment. If there vere that much correspondence 
'between mechanical inertia and phonology the articulation would 
be much more precise. The present model does predict a range of 
variation in the same segmental context because it only establishes 
limits for the varill.tion, not new and different targets. I.e., the 
favoured model postulates atarget, establishes the inertia 
formula., and establishes the limits to be imposed on that formula; 
the unfavou1ed model postulates a variety of a relationship 
established between ~echanical tendencies and linguistic demands 
further resulting in an agreement for a particular and new target 
f'or each allophone Cti•!G !'ecords do not show that the!'e is any 
contextual va.ria.tion of this kind--but interuretation of such 
data is as yet only scantily rormaliied (Cooper 1965)J. 
Thus a particular arlicuiatory gesture is the result of 
(a) the lingUistically-motivated desire to articulate a particular 
extrinsic-allophonic segment, (b} the operation of a motor procedur~l 
mechanism establishing the cohesion of this segment with syllabic 
context, (c) the insertion of the composite syllabic-sized unit 
(of which this segment now constitutes a part) into the chosen 
rhythm or rate for this utterance, (c), in English, the modification 
of segmental duration depending on the stressed/unstTessed pattern 
vithin the rhythm, (e) the generating of a target pro~ram associated 
upwards (i.e., linguistically) with this segment and horizontally 
(i.e., motor-wise) with t~e syllable unit, (f) the appendage of 
co-articulation limiting factors which limit the freedom of ranr,e 
of articulatory variables out which do not change the established 
target program. 
Fig. 1 represents a simpliried version of the present model. 
Some boxes are tentative (such as the setting of the gamma-loop 
system) but their fUnction must occur somewhere to complete the 
system: they may just be in the wrong place or attributed to the 
wrong external mechanisms--what is correct about them is that, if 
included~ then this model satisfies in a true explanators ~e.y, 
the observables, 
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targets a.nd time-
index established 
/' 
-! 
add anta~onistic 
:muscles to 
specification ,----~nerve inertia 
fe.etors table.;J'. 
look-up table 
of neural and 
muscular-delay 
index 
muscle and 
Onerations in Fi~. l 
1.. Input from the phonolog:r decides which setanent ( =extrinsic 
allophone in seq_uential context with r,or"!lhe:,e and 1,,•ord boundar;.r 
symbols, stress pattern, etc.) is rea_uired at a r:art.icular ~oint 
in the utterance to be ~enerated. 
2. Test for segmental context: 
(a) utterance (or i;-iter-!)ause f.1"0up): irJitiel, medial, fi!".!al: 
( b) (any) sub-utterance p:r01m: initial, medial, final? 
(c) word initial, medial, final? 
(d) mor~heme initial, ~edial, final?  
(P.} syllable initial, nedial, final?  
3. Establish whether motor-coheoion (lack of te~noral com~ensation)  
or terr.poral compensa~ion is to operate ( this de:ie;ds on the ans"·er  
to 2).  
4. ( from 1) Look up muscle targets. If targets are expressed in  
terms of degrees of muscle contraction ·,:e have to nsk the theoreti ::ri.l  
question: sho1Jld targets for all muscles be specified irrespecti-.re  
of ·,.;hether or not some are not invnlved in this particular sep.:ment,  
i.e., should a rnarked/un..-narked system of classification be introduced?  
.4. combination of f'ull entries with marked. system would produce a.  
segr.entally determined feature hierarchy which is an issue of  
theoretical importance.  
5, Establish relationship bet·.leen targets and cohesion and  
cornpensation--i. e., establish sylla:ole unit.  
6, Decide overall rate of utterance.  
7. Set rh:rthm generator accordine to 6: (i.e., Jn·oiride metronor.1ic  
determination} .  
8. Establish how each segment ( incor;1orating 5) will be:1ave te~r:.o::-P.11:·  
in the rhythm established by 7.  
9. Hand over the info:t"mation about the segment to the rnotor-c:or,,_":':.ar cI 
generator (this must "be buffered to allow command-initiation 
overlan). 
10. Esta.::ilish information about an)f neural line-del~l in the sy::,t,~:1. 
11. Bstablish the muscle-res~onse del~y. 
12. Construct a muscle corr,mand ordering dependent on 10 and 11 
(at this point comnands for individual muscles involved in the 
production or a ~articular segment are no longer temporally 
synchronized) . 
13. Consult table about muscle (and other) inertia factors. 
14. llring linguistically-determined information about any l~mits 
to lie ii:.posed on any articulatory variation which is likely to occur. 
15. Recruit an;t ad.di tional ( antagonistic included.) r.mscles which 
may be necessary to maintain the limits of articulation variatior. 
decided under 14. 
16. Get gamma-loop for targets and limits. 
17. Send command at appropriate time ( notice that this model r.oe:; 
not a~::,u.ine the possibility of an;,,r low-level ~equential tri.r-;r;e~ir;r-
of cmrm1ands) • 
18. '.i'he muscles c:ontract ·,-ri thin the spec:ifier.t lim:. ts. 1:.e~inr.:inr 
at the c:orrect time to achieve synchron:r of articulator movement 
associated '"'i th a partic:ular :,ee,nent. iiot:.ce that EJ.!G data sto·,r; 
that cont.!'action !;;eems to ha.Ye finer tem;Joral thar: amplitude 
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limits (Tatham and Horton 1968a). 
20. Apply the acoustic theory. 
21. Output soundwave. 
Implementing the above model is well-nigh impossible, for 
several reasons, principal among which is that there is just not 
enough data for most of the boxes (even if the boxes themselves 
are correct). Take, as an obvious example, the temporal compensa-
tion and motor-cohesion boxes: that these two pheno.11ena exist 
seems ltkely at the present time, as we have shown, out even a simple 
descriptive statement of their details does not exist yet. For 
the moment this does not natter. What does matter is attempting 
to use the model's implications for s:,rnthesizine speech even if' 
•"Te have to guess at individual values for any i tern. Guessin.:?: 
reduces reliability or using the •,.-orking ?nodel for pe!'"ception 
research, but it is a waJ· of getting at the details for production 
research, 
Before beginning a description of the synthesis stratef"'J let 
us recapitulat.e the r:iost fundwnental assumptions of the present 
model--which {however grossly) would need. their respective repre-
sentations somewhere in the synthesis system. 
Fundamental AsswnPtions of the Soeech Produc.tion Model 
A 	 The input shall consist of individual segments which shall be 
extrinsic allophones bearing onl:,r notional tir.ie marking in the 
form of simple sequencing. 
B 	 The input shall be indexed with boundary symbols, such as: 
utterance; group, word, morpheme, syllable. 
C 	 The input shall 'be indexed '.dth certain prosodic features, 
such as: stress (lexical, group, sentence), intonation 
{possibly only if marked, but susnect all). 
D 	 Also input will be (extra-linguistic?) infon:iation derived 
from decisions about the overall rate of utterance. 
E 	 Speech prod1-1ction is ultimately reducible to articulatory 
targets {though whether these a::-e stored as representations 
of-shapes, sounds, muscle commands, etc., is urur.no•.m). 
F 	 These targets are constant within individual for a particular 
language (irrespective of final output rate, co-articulation, 
segment position T-dthin the syllab~e, etc.). 
G 	 The hypothesis is adhered to for the moment that a-linguistic 
motor control dominates the syllabification of segment sequences 
at the periphery. 
ll 	 Rate of utterance does not dominate the prosrwmning of targets 
but merely provides a factor which will enhance the effects of 
system inertia.. 
l 	 A function of the motor control system is to stagge::- {negatively 
or positi,•ely) individual muscle commands to achieve desired 
articulatory movement at the correct time--the theoretical 
standpoint is taken tJ:iat it is not until this late time that 
staggering occurs. Staggering is computed according to lookup 
table. 
J A lookup table containing inertia. factors reacts ,dth command 
staggering and antagonistic systems, together with psychological/ 
- .·,: -, 
?e.cceptual i~foy;-:ation about ti,~ crcwdin;::: status c:t the  
perceptual s~ace, to co~pute li~its of co-articulation and  
var.:.ation (over- ar..d under-s:-:oot) '.J:-,::.cll r:,i::.:.1 ·oe r,erni.tted,  
So~e kind of ~uffer is reauired ~t t~e point of staunerin~,  
serlin.r t·a•o fun-ctions: (n} it ~e::-!:".its 3Uccessivc ua.sses o:~  
data for re-nrran~c~en~ for staa~e::-in~ an~ (b) ner=its 'hold'  
facilities fer output tc fi!ie.l T'!;:·:. i:;heral :nechanir,;:,s cf t:"le  
motor-co~.r::.ant si~~als.  
T~1i5 rr.odel (de5;1ite °\·.'id:elf'"r'=n l':C)) holds that ;:ra~.q-lr,or.-s  
a:id an~r si~.ila!"' ITiec:1ar:isr.1s are used fer t ..r:o ~unctions: (a) ~o 
1 set 1 licits and (t) to jcld thera; it furcjer holds t~a~ 
.e;a.r.-,ma-loo;, S?:::-tems a.re used to provi(le infornation a:~nv:. t.:'!e 
pr~or state of the cuscles vhic~ results i~ e left-to-ri~ht 
effect oc,senred in t:1e fi!'la.l m.n~ut; and furt:-ie~ 
,lr· 	 tha-i; fast conductinp; neurons will perrnit co::u::and sir:r.als to 
arrive at a rr.uscle §~tiEE. t:1e nre,,iou~ segment, thus f!enerntinf: 
t;1e ri3ht-to-left ef::'ects obser.'ec ir. F.'.K~ and ot:"le, date. 
(:,iac:'.ieila,:e and Decle:::k 19Gcl) . 
0 	 A cor.tposi te si.c:nal arrives at the :::':lscle ·~·hic:'1 is a teT",norall~r-
fovernec trar.sfo:r.n o:" tl:e orir-:i:i::.l extr"ins:c nllcnrwne ]ookc1'."' 
table ta.r[;et vnlu.es. 'f:1.is sir.ne..l e;,t.odies: ( a) t:1e tarr"r.: 
valu.e (re-computed); (b) a te;1porc1.l ele::ier.t (·.:hie:, na:,' Just ";;e 
a re-issuir.;; of the sar..e cor..':ta~d for a p;iven ;:,erioc of ti,"'.e); 
( c) limi ti;i;: factors to p::over~l p:'1e:co.mena. associated :ii t:-i ar::r 
succ:.unbin.- to inertia. 
F 	 It is therefore held as a becreticnl tenet thn.t ::it t:1e final 
sta,::es 01' articulation, uni ve,::;al ( t:1at. is: 1".l'l."a.1:s n:.e,A.t:i.r:c-
·.:it:lin a r,a.!"'ticular ::;~eaker unde:- :1orr.1al cor~diti.or:3 ar.:c: 
comparable ·.:i t:1 sir::.ila!' effects in other s:·.eakers} constl'"aints 
app~y to the transfornation of tlie input si,7 r.al to th~ :-.u:;cle~ 
to -:::iroduce t:-ie outnut conf'h,uration. 'rids co..st:-nint s~:s-:e, 
is ~1~le-gove:snec. (i.e., quite predictable) and 1 J:.:.!'lo',tn' to t;,e 
system w:iich has used this inforr-ation to corr.-:iut0 the li.-r.i t?.t 0.0r:::; 
or counteraction measures to ])e anr:lied. 
Q 	 Such a postulate of the role of inertia. c>redicts t'.1at ·,r'~cre 
constraints were not controllable then no fi~e diffeYentjation 
could be required by the linr:uisti c svster": ( ~ trivi i>-1 h:.·r·othes is, 
but reouirin~ to be stated). 
?. 	 The model per~its ,.rarietion ir. successive rec,eti.tion.'.1 nf t:'1~ 
s=e utte:!"ance in a wav tlrn.t !:!:d~tinr sr,eech-s::~thesis ::;y::;tP.JTS 
do :iot (we a!·e concern~~ onl:, ·,:i l:1 sn.eech s:.rnt'.'lesis-h:1-r•.1le). 
::-:xistinr. prop:rams ( :iol:r.:es et al. ir,tS4: ?-'.attinp:ly l ")f';f\) s:.or~ 
tc?.r,c;ets and r:;enera.te allophones in such a ,,'.ci:' thri.t ne i the, 
temporal nor tarret nor tr,::i.ns i ti ona.l 01,to11t c1:1.n va~7 unlp;:;,, t:'··~ 
stores are cbaqred. 
Fi~. 2 is a verJ tentative su,-,p;,;,ti.on for i':1plef"'entir,r t.'1P. 
a1:-0ve r.iodel. :-fo:'\t of the i:1formn.tior: re'1,uirN: f01"' t!:e l.o,-:iJ.,_,J'' 
taoles coes not exist. 
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Fig. 2. DIAGR!\M OF SYNTHESIS PROCEDURE 
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Description of the synthesis system 
1. Together with the decision to input a certain sequence of  
extrinsic allophones a.~ overall rate for the utterance is decided;  
this could take the form 'fast{+), standard (0), slo~ (-) 1 •  
2. A rhyth.~ is established which mig~t take the form of an 
actual time for duration betveen tonic-stressed elements. 
3, Information from the input about the stress pattern establishes 
the placement of stressed and unstresset ele~ents ~ithin the 
established rhythm. 
4, By reference to a table of the relative d~ations of all 
phones in the language the relative durations of the actual input 
allophones in sequence are established. 
5. (3) a.~d (4) are conbined to establish the actual timing or  
each element {segnent) by including information about cohesion  
and comnensation.  
6. Ref;rence is made to a table of target values for each feature  
for ea.ch of the segments in the utterance and this information is  
brought together ·,rith the timing inforr.tation already established.  
7, A table of universal inertia forl':'.ulae associated with each  
articulatorJ feature and a table of ma:!"king values for these  
inertia formulae dependent on segmental context are brought toe;ether  
to establish which features of the utterance segments are marked or  
ur>..marked for transition and what the transition formulae are for  
these features on a universal basis,  
8. By lookup table of the language-specific li!:iitations to be  
applied to these transition forn.ulae, ~articular formulae are  
substituted for the out~ut of {7).  
9. Feature targets, segment timing and specific transition  
formulae are brought together.  
10, Transitions and reduction, etc., are computed.  
11. VT shape is established by means of a looku'O table related  
to the output of 10.  
12. Acoustic theo!'"'f is a~plied.  
13, Conversion of the output of the acoustic theory to TA  
parameters .  
14. Operation of TA to output (5) soundvave. 
Notice that prior input information for storaP,e purposes  
(lookup) is required for:  
(a) general ratio of ohone durations 
{b) cohesion/compensation information 
{c) articulatory-feature targets for all se~ents 
(d) uni•,ersal i:iertia fori:mlae for each feature 
(e) context-sensitive inertia infor!!!ation 
{r) language-specific limitations of inertia values 
(~) feature/shape relationship. 
l!;rnothesis: (u), (f) and (?b) are language specific; the rest are 
uni•,ersal. 
Utterance-suecific innut infornation required: 
(a) string of erlrinsic allophone segi.!.ents 
(b) rate of utterance 
,..,_ 
- 0) -
(c) stress information 
( ?d) intonation 
Gome of the deficiencies 
A The system is tentative for the ~oment and much of it could not 
be implemented except on a very ad hoc basis because values 
for most of the lookup table infor~ation are not available. 
E In :pa.rticular no rr.ention has been .rm.de of intonation e.nd how 
this is derived; no mention ha.s b.een made either of how amplitude 
control (e.g, for stressed vowels) is derived. 
C Quite clea.t"ly not all the boxes in the sneech nroduction nodel 
h9.ve been implemented (particularly at the neu;o-muscula.r lev-el}. 
D Pe.rticula:-ly unsatisfactory is the way sef,lnent·, t.irninp: and 
transition fornulae (9) are brought together in one oi~ obscure 
computation. 
It is hoped that this is the beginning of a speech-s~mthesis-
by-rule system which will render transpal"ent some of the sta~es in 
the speech production pl"ocess. 
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